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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

August 2020 – Strike Develops Phone Holders for Samsung Galaxy Note20 and Note20 Ultra 

Brisbane, August 07, 2020 – Strike Group, the leading manufacturer of hands-free technology, is proud to 

introduce a new range of innovative phone holders for Samsung’s latest flagship: the Samsung Galaxy 

Note20 and Note20 Ultra. 

Samsung’s latest smartphones are a powerhouse for creativity and productivity. The Samsung Galaxy 

Note 20 is packed with 8GB RAM and runs on Snapdragon 865 Plus for unparalleled performance. The 
Galaxy Note20 and Note20 Ultra are built for business, photo/video production, gaming, and streaming.  

Additionally, the Samsung Galaxy Note 20 captures everyday life for content creators with a stunning triple 

rear camera with 12MP, 64MP, and 12MP ultrawide lenses.  

“Smartphones are continuously improved with tools for helping users achieve maximum daily productivity. 

Strike aims to provide innovative hands-free solutions to give the best experience for smartphone users. 

Whether it’s mounting your phone in your vehicle, in a manufacturing setup, or your home office,” says 

Chris Ryan, CEO of Strike Group.  

Strike Alpha Samsung Galaxy Note20 and Note20 Ultra phone cradles protect and charge your device 

while minimizing road distractions. These Samsung Note 20 and Note 20 Ultra vehicle mounts are also 

designed with a built-in internal passive antenna for effective signal boosting once connected to an external 

antenna.  

Strike Alpha Samsung Galaxy Note 20 and Note 20 Ultra car phone holders are designed to withstand up 

to 25g in the event of an accident and are suitable for harsh environments.  

The mounts are available in PRO, DIY, and wireless charging versions. Data pass-through is also available 

via an inbuilt charging cable. 

View the Strike Alpha Samsung Galaxy Note 20 and Note 20 Ultra car phone cradles here: 

https://www.strike.com.au/Latest-Alpha-Cradles/samsung-galaxy-note-20-car-phone-holders 

https://www.strike.com.au/Latest-Alpha-Cradles/samsung-galaxy-note-20-ultra-car-phone-holders 
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